The position to strengthen our team in Hamburg/Rostock shall be filled as soon as possible. If you are interested in working in the wind industry we are looking forward to receive your application.

Your tasks:
- Support activities in the area of research for blade bearing
- SCADA Analysis
- Project support

Your Profile:
- B.E. with sound knowledge in mechanical engineering or similar
- Wind technology and bearing knowledge would be of advantage
- Special knowledge in the area of CAD / Matlab required
- Engineering mindset
- Ability to work in teams as well as independently
- Ability to work in an international environment
- Good command of the English language verbal and in writing

We offer demanding and interesting tasks in an innovative and dynamic surrounding with reasonable payment and flexible working times.
If you are interested in the position please send your complete application package along with your earliest entry date quoting our reference number to Petra Zinta under: petra.zinta@suzlon.com